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Successful project: TIE ascention gmbh
The initial situation/challenge: Better project planning and timely action

become very easy to understand and very efficient. The exact project planning and recording of

The success story: More effective and predictable project
performance, streamlined business procedures, cost and time
savings

real-time project statuses provides a "time to market" view of all projects, thus allowing simpler and

Problems and bottlenecks can be recognised at an early stage so that the most successful and

more profitable implementation of the projects.

timely action can be taken. Project cost and time savings have improved since the company has

TIE ascention gmbh previously used a self-developed project accounting and time recording
system. Today myPARM has taken over that time-consuming and intricate work, which has now

used myPARM, which allows projects, resources, costs and budgets to be efficiently managed. The

The solution: Key figures are always up-to-date and instantly
available thanks to the use of myPARM in combination with
Cognos

new solution has led to more effective and predictable project performance, streamlined business
procedures and improved cost control across the entire company.

myPARM is a web-based solution whose key figures are always up-to-date and can be inserted

About TIE ascention gmbh

instantly. For faster detection and successful control of project risks, the company uses myPARM

TIE ascention gmbh is a consultancy and software house focusing on front-end and data

together with Cognos solutions. These combined tools permit successful control of its risk

management with locations in Germany, Austria and Switzerland. Its consultants design and

management.

implement cross-sector solutions in the sectors of business intelligence, controlling and data
warehousing according to customer requirements. Preconfigured business and process
components are used in combination to speed up implementation and guarantee quality standards.
There are more than 30 users of the myPARM solution at TIE ascention gmbh.
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Statement of the customer:

Peter Smoly
Chief Executive Officer
TIE ascention gmbh

«We can now complete our
monthly project closures
immediately after the end
of each month. Thanks to
myPARM, our operational
and financial perspectives
have been brought into
line, which allows timely
action.»
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